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Alinsky: you
can't cop out
See page
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Vole .on alhellic
fee hike proposal
CIVIC REVOLUTIONIST, SAUL AliNSKY

See page 10

Basketball-Illinois Style
•

Bell back In shape
The liberty bell, the "object d'
art" that stands in front of the LifeScien ce building , was the target of
vandals sometime during the night of
Jan . 14 . The unknown artists painted
an abstract design of red , black and
blue across the three supports and the
bell itself , etching large black question marks on one leg.
The bell, a donation from the local
Kiwanis Club , has come under criticism as from students and faculty as
being "ugly," "'monstrous ," and "a supreme letdown . "
Ken Smith , superintendent of the
physical plant, whose crews had the task
of cleaning the paint from the bell, said
"Sometimes these things happen as a
sort of protest and sometimes not. With
all the vandalism we have, it would_be
hard to say if it was a protest or just
plain vandalism."
Smith ' s crews finished cleaning the
bell on Jan . 25, but still have no clues
as to the identity of the persons responsible.

See page 2

Curators'
•
meeting
interrupted
See page
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Referendum on fee hike poposal

ll'

~ .

Climaxing a three week furor over a Faculty
Senate recommendation for a $4.50 increase ·per
semester in the athletic fee, the Central Council
ordered Sunday that a referendum be held within
four weeks on the proposal. The vote was 26-1, with
4 abstentions ,
. "The council's action, " student president Barry
Kaufman told the Current after the meeting, "does
not mean that it is opposed to any fee increase or
athletic expansion."
"What it does represent is an expression of
concern over the deplorable and inexcusable man ner in which the· Faculty Senate made its recommendation witi;)out adequate infol'mation and consultation with students ," he continued.
Kaufman was referring to the ,protests of students that the senate acted without any knowledge of
how students fell about a fee inc rea se to finance an
athletic program. He also said that the athletic com·
,mittee , which urged a fee increase, did so without
adequate knowledge of the funding of the program.
Kaufman declared that he and many council
memb'e rs felt that the senate had "arbitrarily" selected the $4.50 figure at its Jan. 14 meeting. The
ati;)letic committee, meeting the day before, had

suggested an increase but did not specify any figure.
The council also requested the Board of Curators to avoid consideration of the proposed increase' at their Feb. 19 meeting "until such time as
the student body is permitted to exercise authority
over the establishment of student activities fees."
At the council meeting, Dr. John Boswell, a
committee member , explained that studies over the
last two years have shown, that, a $4.50 increase in
the present $2.50 fee would fund an expanded athletic program "at the level we want" on a breakeven basis. The increase would enlarge the program's annual income from fees from $44,000 to
$140,000 .
The increase would finance larger intercollegiate and intramural p,r ogra ms ' and provide
equipment for the ' multipurpose building , scheduled to open this summer.
Council secretary Jean Heithaus noted that a
survey taken by Dr . Richard Gilman that ha s been
used to justify student support for a larger athletic
program is inconclusive because it had never been
completed. The survey, taken in the' spring of 1969,
showed 66% of students back~d a university-level

Funds for campus radio
station to be considered

On Campus
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 12
8 am - 3 pm
8 am - 4 pm

Beta Sigma Gamma Bake Sale, Cafe, Ad- ,
min.
Rush Tables for the following Greek organizations will be in the Lobby of the
Admin. Bldg:
Beta Sigma Gamma Sorority
Sigma Pi Fraternity
Sigma Tau Gamma Fraternity

12:40 pm

Pep Rally Steamers Club, Rm . 100, Clark
Hall.

8:30 pm

Valentine Mixer, Sigma Tau Gamma , Annex, $1.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13
, 8 - 12 pm

ABC Mixer, Annex

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15
8 am - 4 pm

Sigma Tau Gamma Rush table, Lobby Admin. Bldg.

5 - 8 pm

Evening College Koffee Klotch,
Benton Hall.

1s~

floor,

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16
8 am - 4 pm

Sigma Tau Gamma Rush table, Lobby, Admin. Bldg.

11:45 am

Concert featuring Flamenco and Classical
guitarist, Peter Evans, Room 101 , LifeScience, no adm ission charge .

5 - 8 pm

Evening College Koffee Klotch, 1st floor,
Benton Hall .

(

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17
8 am - 4 pm

progra m .
By a 27-1 vote, the council asked the university to consider the information in the survey "null
and void,. "
J{aufman also charged that the committee had
shown "no great de sire to question the figures in a
budget prepared by (Athletic Director) Chuck
Smith . "
Boswell re-emphasized that the matter has
been studied for two years. He explained that the
increase was necessary since ,the state ,legislature
had not provided funds to equip the multi-purpose
building. He' said that the committee had not planned
a referendum because "the student body changes
from year to year. "
The Appointments and Elections committee,
which will supervise the referendum , was instructed to prepare a ballot that would permita ballot on
various aspects of the funding of the athletic program through a fee increase.
'
The coun cil, at the conclusion of a ninety-minute discussion on the issue , unanimously approved
amotion endorsing "in principle the objeotive of
full development of the multi-purpose building"
pending the outcome of the referendum.

Rush Tables for the following Greek organizations will be in the Lobby of the Admin . Bldg:
Alpha Xi Delta Sorority
Sigma Tau Gamma Fraternity

10:40 am

"Humanists and Government Under the
Early Tudors ," lecture by Dr . Arthur
Slavin, Senior Fellow, the Folger Shakespeare Library, Room 405, Benton Hall.
No admission charge.

1:40 - 2:40 pm

Young Republican Club Meeting, Annex,
free coffee and donuts.

8pm

Open Meeting of the Central Council G rievance Committee, Rm. 117, Admin . Bldg.

8pm

Film: Dr. Strangelove, Rm. 101, Life-Science, no admission charge.

The much discussed campus radio station may move a step closer to reality in the' next few weeks.
, The Board' of Curators is scheduled to discuss providing funds toward matching costs of $66,000
required for the university to take
advantage ef a $102,000 grant for
station equipment at their Feb. ' 19
meeting .
The matching costs, which may.
be provided through a combination
of cash, labor and equipment, are
required by the Department of
Health , Education and Welfare .
If ,the board decides to meet the
requirement, then the station could
,possibly begin broadcasting by next
January,
according to Robert
Smith, Director of Public Information here .
The Federal Communications
Commissien has already designated call numbers -- KWMU-FM-and a frequency - - 90 .7 megacycles
- - for the station. Smith said that
the station would have a 100,000
watt transmitting signal, comparable to that of KMOX-FM.
Smith estimated that the station
would have a potential listening
audience of approximately 2.5 million people in the metropolitan and
outlying areas.
Full-time professional help ,
such as a station manager and en~
gineer, would likely be hired to supervise station operations, Smith
said. Students would also assist in
broadcast operations through a
payroll or classwork basis.
The emphasis of the broadcasts
will be on "quality programming,
or if you p refer, cultural enrich ment,, " he commented. This would

Library tours
The library staff will hold orientation for new and old students
Feb. 15-18 .
Eight evening sessions , are
planned to better acquaint students
with library facilities and services. Each session, which will include a tour of the library, will
start at the reference desks 'and
last approximately 45 minutes.
The starting times for the sessions are: Feb. 15, 6:45 p.m. and
9:35 p.m. Feb. 16, 6:45 p .m. and
8:15 p .m. Feb. 17,5:30 p.m . a nd
8:15 p.m . Feb . 18, 5:30 p.m. and
9:~5 p.m.

include both cultural music , and
"educational " program featuring
campus events.
Hewever , he remarked that the
actual
content of programming
would be up ' to the station manager'. The university would only
"outline some broad principles"
for operation , Smith said .
"The chances ,a re, ", he stated,
"when all the new buildings are
opened and everybody is moved
around, the station's studios will
be located in the blue metal building (on the northeast part of campus) . "
The initial operating hOllrs will
depend on tl)e amount of budget allocated and staff recruited for the
station.
Smith added that the campus has
opened negotiations ' with KDNLTV (Channel 30) about the possibility of placing the radio station's
antenna and transmitter on the

channel's tower at Kenrick Seminary in south St. Louis County.

9---HEART ON SLEEVE: Valentine's
Day was celebrated in England as
early as the 15th century. Researcher Sally Hopkins of Hallmark Cards says that the tradition then was for the girls in a
community to write their names on
a slip of paper and put them in a
jar. Each young man would then
draw out a name and pin the paper
to the sleeve of his coat. This indicated who he would escort during
the Valentine 's Day festivities. The
custom supposedly gave rise to the
expression "He wears his heart on
his sleeve. "

ECW~

Edwards named
uniondireclor
William C. Edwards has been
named director of , the lJniversity
Center (the new student union complex).
His responsibilities will include
supervision of all aspects of food
services and center facilities ser- '
vices .
Programming of student activities will remain the responsibility of the Student Affairs Offioe .
The $2.3 million center is currently under construction and is
expected to be completed in the
fall .
The 27-year-old Edwards, for.
mer assistant director in the Department of Unions at Cornell
University, was an administrative assistant at Oklahoma ,State's
student union while pursuing his
graduate degree .
He holds a bachelor of science
degree in industrial arts education from the State University of
New York at Oswego and a master ' of science degree in higher
education student personnel administration from Oklahoma State.

William C. Edwards, new union '
director.
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Keep pressure on for
social reform--Alinsky
Social activist Saul Alinsky urged students Tuesday not to lose interest in e ffe(·ting social reform
despite apparent setba c ks re s ulting national mood
following the slayings at Kent State and Jackson
State .
"If it (the country) doesn ' t move our way , it ' s
going to move Wallace ' s or Agnew ' s way," the
gray - haired activi s t predicted.
In a rambling lecture-discussion in which he
continually emphasized the advantages of "pragmatism " over "rhetoric", Alinsky told an audience
of 400 that they could not afford to forget about
reform . "It isn ' t strategy anymore . You can't
cop out," he asserted.
He viewed reports that students were turning
back to interests in academic achievement to avoid
the consequences of political confrontation tactics
as alarming , "It's unbelievable--what is happening
is that students are more interested in the library'" he said.

The veteran organizer of interest groups said
that students had to organize political "power
bases ," consisting of a variety of middle-class
interest groups . Only middle-class organization
will allow the election of "the type of people
who will do what you tell them to do, and if
they don't , they can find a job elsewhere, " he
remarked.
Interrupting his monologue frequently with personal anecdotes, he promised that the task of
political organization for the purposes of refo'r m
would be "time- consuming" and "monotonous."
"To repeat a saying that has been quoted correctly by the press a movement that lacks organization becomes nothing more than a bowel
movement," he commented.
Asked whether universities should be "democratically organized," Alinsky replied tersely,
"Yes."
," Will they be?" He s norted, "That's another
question!"

Ex-cop ioins Justice program
By JIM GURNEY
Current Staff Writer
Can an ex-Oakland cop find happiness in a St. Louis housing
project? Gwynne W. Peirson hopes
to.
Peirson, a new lecturer in the
Administration of Justice department here, has also been appointed
director of the St. Louis public
housing resident security guard
training program .
Peirson summarized the basic
premise of the program by saying,
"Crime is growing worse -in the
projects, and police officers aren't
equipped for these situations. This
program may help alleviate some
of the friction between police officers and housing project residents ."
The program that Peirson will
be heading involves unemployed
residents of , housing projects in
the St. Louis area. There are
presently 150 persons enrolled
from the gamut of little or no
education to college students . The
program consists of 240 hours of
practical training .
"They (the enrollees) are actually receiving more training than
a qualified policeman ," Peirson
explained. " Police officers tend
to see their gun as a crutch to
handle situations_ They would pay
little attention to class instruction
and training techniques. "
The instructors in the program
are from both school and pro fessions.
"We have policemen
teaching police -skills and lawyers
teaching the legal aspects," explained Peirson. "We look for

people who are able to communicate."
Peirson is a candidate for a
master's degree in criminology
from the University of California
at Berkley. He holds an A.B.
degree in criminology from Berkley, and an A.A . (Associate of
Arts) in political science from
Contra Costa College, San Pablo,
Calif.

Gwynne Peirson
Peirson was a homicide investigator during 11 of his 23 years
with the Oakland Police Department, and was a member of the
first graduating class of the Oak-

Petition campaign for Dr. Babcock
The Gri,e vance Committee of the Central Council will distribute
petitions among the students and facu lty here asking for the retention of Dr. Muriel Babcock , according to Pam Schnebelen. committee
chairman.
In lne ,Ian. 14 issue of the
Students will be carrying these
petitions in an attempt to gather Current, it was incorrectly resupport for Dr. Babcock, who' was ported that the Board of Curators
given a terminal contract under refused to renew Dr. Babcock's
the
controversial
"publish or contract. It was the Biology Deperish" stipulations of the uni- partment who recommended Dr .
versity tenure rules _ When com- Babcock for a ' terminal contract.
pleted, these petitions will be pre- The recommendation, the second
sented to the Biology Department. in two years, is official unless
a higher authority steps in.
Dr.
Lawrence
Friedmann ,
Dr. Monroe Strickberger is not
chairman of the department, said a member of the Appointments ,
that at present there has been Tenure,
and Promotions Com no change in the situation. He mittee, as was reported by the
said that the criteria under which Current . Being an associate proDr. Babcock was fired apply to fessor, Dr . Strickberger is not
the entire faculty . He declined ~ligible for a position on that
to say whether the department committee. All members ' of the
would reconsider its decision in committee must hold full prolight of the Grievance Commit- fessorships. The Current regrets
tee's petitions.
these errors.

land P. D./F. B.1. technical school.
He also holds an advanced certificate from the ,California Department of the Justices Commission
of Peace Officer Standards.

Students
walk in
on Curators
Judge Robert Brady introduced
a pair of resolutions to allow
greater access to Board of Curators meetings, shortly after the
removal of eight sociology students and an instructor who entered the Jan. 15 meeting in the
library without authorization.
The two motions, which will
be considered at the Feb. 19 meeting in Columbia, ' provide for nine
students and faculty from the four
campuses to attend all formal
Board meetings, and at least one
open meeting each semester during which no formal action will
be taken .
The host campus will be allowed
twenty students and twenty faculty,
to be designated beforehand, along .
with a predetermined agenda and
topics for discussion .
The sociology group was calltioned that their presence could
jeopardize , the chances for approval of such resolutions .
Later, the group released a
statement accusing the Board of
bureaucratic delaying tactics and
lack of concern for the interests
of students and faculty.
They added that their treatment
was typical of the Board's attitude
and "bureaucratic hang-ups."

Removal of some
Ds, Fs urged
The Central Council unanimously approved a motion Sunday that
would allow students to remove
a D or F grade under certain
conditions.
Under a , p'r oposal prepared by
the curriculum committee; a student could retake a course not
in his major field to erase - a
D or F grade if he has a grade
point average of 2.5 'or better.
The new grade would replace
the D or F and the GPA recalculated to show the change . It
was recommended that no 'more

Assistant professor Paul Travers and his wife Bernadette weren't
smiling three weeks ago when a fire in St. Charles destroyed their
apartment and most of their belongings.
Current Photo

Faculty member
~Iucky' in blaze
By DARRELL SHOULTS
Current Managing Editor
Their honeymoon was over and they had just settled in their
apartment when it was time for Dr. and Mrs . Paul Travers to
pack up and move again.
Well, not exactly pack up, because there wasn ' t much to pack .
Travers , an assistant professor here, and his wife lost all their
new furniture and wedding presents in the fire that destroyed their
home in the Dorado apartment complex in St. Charles la st month.
Travers married the former Bernadette Hammerschmidt, a teacher
in the St. Charles public school system , during the Christmas holidays. They set up housekeeping in the 25 - room complex , which was
completely gutted by a fire Jan. 15 .
Mrs. Travers had gone to work and Travers was preparing to
leave for UMSL when he noticed smoke coming in through th e ventilators . Travers grabbed only a pair of trousers and a T-shirt and ,
before the smoke became too dense , opened a window and dived
through a screen to escape.
Once outside, he re-entered the building to alert his neighbors
and make sure everyone escaped . One woman tossed her 14-day
old baby to another woman· on the ground afld then jumped from a
third-story window . Travers and a woman attempted to catch her
but only broke her fall.
" I was lucky," said Travers as he sat in his new apartment in
St. Charles ,last week . "We lived on the ground floor, so it was
easy to get out . '~
It took about a week for the Travers to find a new apartment.
"We had no trouble at all," commented Travers . "We were among
the lucky few who had homeowner's insurance . I had it when I lived
in Normandy and when I moved here , I just increased the policy .
Some of the people in the building had no insurance at all , so we
were lucky."
Mrs. Travers came home and she joined, her husband in watching the fire for about three hours. "We could see everything burn- '
ing . She was more stunned than anything," Travers remarked .
"The really bad part was that no one knew if there were people
in the bllilding," he continued . ,"Everyone is anonymous over there ,
and you didn ' t know who your neighbors were. We were worried
that there may have been people who worked nights in there sleeping. "
St. Charles police have questioned a 14-year-old boy who believes that he may have accidentally started the blaze while sniffing gasoline in the basement of the complex. No one was injured
in the fire . The boy has been turned over to juvenile authorities.
than 15 credit hours could be
retaken .
The proposal will be given to
uni versity academic officials for
their consideration.
Dan Sullivan, head of the rules
committee, introduced an amendment to ' the council constitution
that would allow the student pre -

sident to fill a vacancy in ' the
vice-presidency from the council
membership with a two-thirds affirmative vote. The amendment
would be submitted to a student
vote later this semester.
The vice-presidency has been
vacant since Ed Farrell resigned
from the position last semester.
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Hamlet to be
performed
The National Shakespeare
Company will present Hamlet
at 8 p.m. , Feb. 16, room 105,
Benton Hall.
Admission is 50 cents with a
student I.D. Advance tickets are
on sale in room 206, Administration building .
Featured players include Rod
Loomis in the title role, Eren
Ozker as the ill-fated Ophelia,
Saax Bradbury as Queen Gertrude, Stephen Klein as King
Claudius, and James Bailey as
the time-server Polonius .
The performance is co- sponsored by the University Program Board and the faculty
Performing Arts and Cultural
Events committee .

Debators travel
south,
east
The UMSL debators, coached by
-The play is the thing/ wherein I'll catch the conscience of the king.·
From left to right, Rod Loomis as Hamlet, Eren Ozker as Ophelia,
Saax Bradbury as Gertrude and Stephen Klein as Claudius, King of
Denmark, observe the players during a critical scene in the National
Shakespeare Company's performance of "Hamlet."

Two Faculty awarded grants
Two professors, Dr . Sara Smith Sutke~ and Dr. Ellen G. Arc her,
have been awarded grants totaling more than $30,000 to continue research in their respective fields.
Dr . Sutker, staff s6ciologist for
the Center of Community and Metropolitan Studies, was granted
$15 ,000 by the Departmen.t of Labor to conduct an eight-month study of the effects of moving from
the inner city to the suburbs on the
employment patterns of black fa milies.
The National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Stroke (Public Health Department) provided
Dr. Archer, a biologist , with$15,829 for a three-year researc h project on the development of brain
damage in experimental animals.

Although 95% of all U.S. busi ness is classified as small. it
accounts for 35-40% of the gross
national product and employs more
than 40%ofthecivilian labor force.

A

NATION

"Blood-Brain Transport: Amino
Acids and Peptides," the title of
the project , is aimed at achieving
a better understanding of complex
factors that regulate the entry of
molecules a,nd chemical properties into the brain .

Spring Styles.
have
arrived!

BEING
BUILT

Flamenco guitarist Peter Evans will perform at 11 :45 a.m., Feb.
16, room 101, Life Sciences.
There is no admissian charge.
A student of the guitar since age
Evans, who presents programs
of both flamenco and classical gui- IS·, he went to Spain in 1960 to study
tar, has appeared ,in concert in the authentic flamenco, and in 1964 reUnited States, Europe, South Am- corded an album of flamenco for
erica and Canada during the past RCA Victor, entitled An American
eight years, most recently touring in Spain.
The performance is sponsored
with Sergio Mende z and Brazil '66
by the University Program Board.
as featured soloist.

History discussion
Dr . Arthur J. Slavin will discuss "Humanists and Government
under the Early Tudors" at 10:4 0
a.m., Feb . 17, room 405, Benton
Hall.
Intended to show the humanists
as a social grouping in government service, the discussion will
consider ' the way in which real
services were stressed in the employment of celebrated scholars,
writers, painters and even musicians
Texas U. tandem as well as losing twice to Baylor .
Out of 40 teams present for the
debate meet at West Georgia, the
UMSL team finished third, qualifying for elimination rounds by defeating seven out of their eight
competitors, including Emory ,
University of North Carolina, and
the University of Florida.
Prospects for winning looked
good when the Rivermen defeated
Emory in the quarter finals; but
Emory bounced back to win the
semi-finals by a split decision
2-1.
Kruger and Hausladen won three

Dr. Slavin, associate professor·
of history at UCLA, has ' written
several books about the Tudor era,
including Politics and Power, a
biography of Sir Ralph Sadler, and
Letters of Thomas CromweU, and
is presently working on a study of
English society from ],460-1540,
as well as a book on education and
society in sixteenth century England.
The lecture is sponsored by the
University Program Board .
debates and lost five at ,the Harvard National Debate ,T0urnament.
The duo defeated Auburn, Capitol
U., and George Washington University and lost , to some of the
best debating squads in the country , such as Georgetown and Boston College, according to Coulter.
"As an interesting sidelight to
the debate at Harvard , the coach
from Florida University has invited UMSL to attend the Gator Debate Meet," Coulter said.
Coulter anticipated stiff competition from schools such as Dartmouth College in this meet, scheduled for March 1.

IN THREE STATES

.JUST PANTS

Asians, Africans, Europeans,
Middle Easterners, Americans have all joined together
to build a nation. You can
add to it by participating in a
SHERUT LA' AM
(Service to the People)

PROGRAM
IN ISR AEL
If you are a student between

IS

Skip Coulter, toured the South and
East in a mid-winter "mini" tour,
debating at the University of Texas (Austin), West Georgia College,
and Harvard University during semester break .
In January, the "A" debate team,
Mike Kruger and Bob Hausladen ,
recorded five wins and three losses to finish in tenth place in the
meet at Texas.
They defeated teams from the
Air ' Force ' Academy; North Texas
State, Houston , Houston Baptist,
and Texas .
The lost, however, to another

Free guitar program

18 and 24 years old, you may
choose to spend your entire
year living and working on a
kibbutz. DEPARTURES: January, July, September.
If you are between 20 and
30 years old, already have
your degree,
or a professional, you too can join a rewarding one-year program.
DEPARTURES: July,Oc¥;lber.
(Teachers depart July only.)

CONTACT:
Israeli Programs JCCA
11001 Schuetz Road
St. Louis, Mo. 63141
Tel: 432-5700

$595 - includes round-trip flight from New York,
medical coverage, room and board for the year.
Excursions, seminars and field trips are an
integral part of each program.

.~~

TALENT -~~

ALIAS: SINGERS- DANCERS-ACTORS
COMEDIANS -INSTRUMENTALISTS -BANDS

VENTRILOQUISTS- FOLK GROUPS
MAGICIANS -SQUARE DANCERS -ETC.
If you qualify you could be part of the crackling Live Entertainment fOf' which SIX FLAGS
Over Georgia/ Over Texas have become famous-or help open the_exciting SIX FLAGS Over
Mid-America in St. Louis , So plan now to be a part of the action . Audition! All kinds of talent
will be considered. For audition schedules and complete information -pick up a Six Flags
"WANTED" brochure in the Student Services Office and plan to see us.

St. Louis. Missouri- Tuesday, February 16-3:00 p.m .
Webster College (Webster Groves, Mo ,)- LorettoHilton Theater
~

BYAUTHORITYOF

~

~~ SIX FLAGS ~~
OVER TEXAS/ OVER GEORGIA / OVER MID-AMERICA
Da llas/ Fort Worth

Atlanta

St.Louis
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High prospects for legal
tgrass' market foreseen

UPB sets rules
for homecoming
:::: Board has initia te d a ne w meth :::: od for s ele cting th e Home :::: coming King and Queen thi s
:::: year .
::::
:::: The King and Queen are to be
:::: selected on the basis of collec:::: tions of contribution s to charity
:::: by each candidate.
::::
:::: The person in each category
:::: collecting the largest amount
:::: of contributions will be named
:::: King or Queen. Subsequent a:::: mounts will determine the order
:::: of runners-up .
::::
~~:~ In a statement ~ele~sedMo~:::: day , the UPB s aId , The Um:::: versity Program Board, de:::: clines to sponsor a beauty or
:::: popularity contest. We see lit':::: tle relevance in such c riteria .,n
'::::
:::: Any student desiring to ' run

Feb . Iii

:~:~

:.:.
At tha t tim e, th e candida te ::::
will receive a.n identification ~:~:
badge to be dI splayed on re- .:.:
quest when s oliciting contri- ::::
butions .
::::
::::
Balloting will be conducted ::::
Feb . 24 and 25 , from 9:30 a .m . ::::
until 2:00 p .m .
::::
::::
Students can vote for the can- ::::
didate of their choice at th is ::::
time in the lobby of the Ad - ::::
ministration building, or at the ::::
basketball game at Viking Hall ::::
Feb . 26 . Voting is donebyplac- :~:~
ing contributions in the candi - :;::
date ' s corner .
::::
::::
The 1971 King and Queen ::::
will be named at the Home- ::::
coming dinne r-dance Feb. 27 ::::
in the Khora ssan Room of the :~:

t:,:«::::::,:"":,"",::"::,::::",,,,.:,::,:,:,,:,:::,:::,:,:::':':'''m~J
Fourth Gateway Debate
Classic this weekend

UMSL will hos t th e four th a nnua l Gate way Cla ssi c coll egiate
tournament Friday a nd Sa turday.
Ent r ants will deba te th e pros a nd cons of th e topi c, " Resol ved:
Tha t th e F e deral Go ve rnment Should Adopt Compul s o ry Wage a nd
P r i ce Cont r ol s."
The m eet will feature a s enior
and a junior division of competition , the former being open to all)
conte s tants and the la tter restricted to first and s econd-year debaters.
Preliminary rounds will begin
at 4:30 p.m . Friday and at 8:30
a .m . Saturday .
Each two-man team will compete in six preliminary matches .
Afte r the preliminaries , the top
eight teams in each division will
debate in the final round, scheduled to start at 1 p.m. on Saturday.
The Gateway Classic, the St.
Louis area's only major college
debate meet, was originally established and held at St. Louis
University.
Over 160 schools have been
invited to join in the competition .

is coming!
What's a
'GRANARY'?

for sure

Who the hell
is Marfunkel?
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Here's a governm ent position with a
rea l f uture for both men and wome n.
An officer's job in the Ai r Force . A
management leve l job in anybody's
book. Ce rtainl y, th ere's no better
way to get the experience and train·
ing needed for executive responsi·
bil ity,
If you have two years of college
remaini ng, yo u could find you rself
ea rn ing an Air Force commission
wh i le you lea r n, through the Ai r
Force ROTC two' year program .
Al ong with college credits and a
comm ission, you' ll receive $50 each
mon th as a student. And upon grad·
uat ion, that management position
we promised wil l be waiting 'fo r you.
If an adva nce d deg ree is in you r
plans , you'll be happy to learn that
th e Air Force has a number of out·
standi ng programs to help you fu r·
th er your educati on ,
If you 're in your final yea r of col·

,SAN FRANCISCO (CPS)--Marijuana is now as A.merican as
Spiro Agnew's daughter- -or so
say forward-thinking executives
of tobacco firms who, have been
covertly eyeing the underground
market in
"grass," officially
valued at better than a billion
dollars a year.
The real , figure, say Western
entrepreneurs, is nearer three
times that sum, and now that the
possibilities of ,legal manufacture
are being discussed in the boardrooms, bootleg suppliers are organizing to safeguard their interests.
Long before New Years Day,
when the govoz rnment shut down
a $250 million advertising industry
by banning cigarette commercials
on television, the tobacco men had
been busy on contingency planning-one firm is allegedly running a
furtive sale test scheme in Hawaii.
At the start the big manufacturers
w,o uld market their joints at about
25 cents each, well under current
black market prices .
Business sources predict the
end of the marijuana ban will follow
the ' close of the Nixon era, for the
soundly all-American reason that
the swollen costs of the "new
prohibition" exceed any good it
may do. Enforcement costs in
California alone are now running
at $32 million a year and courts
are clogged with untried cases.
Already 23 states have eased penalties , with more to follow .
Former federal attorney, John
Kaplan , a Stanford University law

professor, and an authority on Ole
subject, said that marijuana "could
and should" be legalized. He inclines to a government monopoly
which would rule out advertising.
Packets of the weed, graded by
strength and heavily taxed, might
be sold in government-licensed
shops. Kaplan believes this open
system would discourage use, par~
ticularly by teen-agel's. Revenue
would help to step up control of
"hard" drugs .
But the underground does ' not
mean to yield itl' rich, quasisacred grass market to the bigmoney men. 'lIt's the economic
basis of the counter-culture," says
Blair Newman, a prominent San
Francisco pot advocate, "We have
to keep it out of the hands of the
tobacco tycoons."
. Believing legislation will come
"within three years," Newman and
his friends have formed a "philan. thropic," non-profit organization.
called Amorphia to stake their
claim .

__ FREE INFORMATION __ _

LOW COST, SAFE, LEGAL

IN NEW YORK
SCHEDULED IMMEDIATELY
(212) TR 7-8562

../

I

I

All Inqulrle. Confidential

Today's col~ege student
is on to the future. He
understands the importance
of having financial security.
And he'll star1: to plan for
it now. By investing in a
life insurance program that
provides for now, and
th e future.
At Provid ent Mutual we
have the precise program
for coll ege s tud ents. The
ea rli er you start , the less
'it costs . And the mO.re
'security you'll have a
chance to build.
Give us a call. Or stop
by our ca mpus office. Make
thi s the daw ning of your
Age .of Security.
~N;;-,-I

USAF Mi litary Personnel Center
Dept. A
Randolph AFB, Texas 7B 148

:

I Please send me more information
Ion:

r

I

I

I

0 Officer Training School

I

0 Air Force ROTC Progra m

:

N AME

I

This
I
is the
dawning
of the Age
of Security.

----~-----------

,- - - - - - - - - - - - I

I
I
I
I
I

CERTIFIED ABORTION REFERRAL I

College men and women for man·
agement positions in government.
Must meet physical requirements .
Financial aid available for in·
college trainees. or applicants
can enroll in special training
course on graduation . Stateside
and/or overseas travel
guaranteed .

I

:

ABORTION l

WANTED:

lege, you ca n get you r co mm ission
through the Air Force Officer Trai n·
ing Program. It is open to all college
grads, both men and wome n, who
qualify.
Check it out. You'll find that th e
Air Force is one caree r that offers
something for everyone. Nea rl y 430
different job ~ ranging from aeronautical engineering to zoology,
with almost everything else, inc lud·
ing f lying, in between. But whatever
your d uties, yo u'l l soon discover
that the Air Force will let you move
just as far and as fast as your ta l·
ents can take you .
So look ahead 'and let you r col·
lege yea rs payoff for you with a
manageria l position in the U.S. Ai r
Force. Just seM in this coupon or
write to USA F Milita ry Personnel
Center, Dept. A, Randolph AFB,
Texas 78 148, and get you r postgrad·
uate ca reer off the ground,

More confident still is a San
Francisco
consortium
of pot
dealers kno'wn collectively as Felix
the Cat. 'lMarijuana is legal ," they
say in publicity for their bold new
venture- -a packaged, filter-tipped
brand of pot cigarettes named
Grassmasters.
One "Mr. Felix" spokesman for
the group told a radio station interviewer that 320 dealers in the
Bay area are handling his first
consignment of 5,000 cartons . A
packet of, 18 joints now sells at
$7.50, but he hopes to pass on
savings to the smoker as th'e
business grows. By early spring
they plan to have an automated
Continued on page 9

I

PROVIfi)ENT
M UTUALIIIiiIIii LI FE
INSURANCE COMPANY OF

~HILAOEL~HI'"

AGE
( p lea Se p rint)

I
I
I
I
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I
II

PHONE

I
I
I
I

AOORE SS

STATE

ZIP

OATE OF GRADUATION

Campus Representatives.
Jim Guffrey .
Dave Rozeboom
Larry .Slominsk i

SCHO'l L

I understand there is no obligation.

I
I
I

Find yourself in the :LUnited
States
Air Force ·\
_ _____
_ ________

Suite 200
Clayton Inn -Office Bldg.
222 S. Bemiston Ave.
St. LouiS, Mo. 63105
Phone VO 3-6666
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What Level Do We Want?
At the Central Counc:il meeting last
Sunday, Dr . John Boswell of the a thletic committee cited studips over the
last two years demonstrating the need
for a $4.50 increase in the present
$2 . SO fee to fund an expandpd athletic
program "at a level we want" on a
break-even basis. Apparently, the Faculty Senate concurred in this conclusion, since they had previously authorized Chancellor Glen R. Driscoll to
recommend the increase to the Board
of Curators. It seems that the council's
proposed student referendum on the fee
increase would determine just whatlevel "we" actually want.
The rub appears to lie in the practical value of polls or referendums.
While the athletic committee has used
the Gilman Report dating back to the
spring of 1969--which shows 66% of students in favor ofa university-level program--to buttress their argument, they
cleverly managed to reverse their field
and maintain that the committee had not
planned a referendum since "the student body changes from year to year . "
Seems contradictory, doesn't it? John
Donne would have loved it.
On closer analysis, the disagree..:
ment could all be academic. Could stu-

dent sentiment possibly indicate a necessity for pven further expansion? Why
stop at a $4 .50 inerease to cover the
costs of maintaining the presentathletic program, equipping the multi-purpose building, and tacking on intercollegiate swimming and wrestling programs , when, for a few dollars more,
there could be some real expansion?
Why should students object to paying
fifteen to twenty dollars in athletic fees
for the glory of occupying the same
court as Marquette, or UCLA, or USC-or even Notre Dame? So what if such a
match should make the Little Big Horn
look like a snowball fight? Why should
the air waves be reserved for the Billikens of St. Louis University?
And while we're on that subject, why
should UMSL restrict its major intercollegiate activities
to basketball,
baseball and soccer? How about our own
intercollegiate hockey team? What does
St. Louis University have that UMSL
lacks besides money?
Come to thiI}k of it, why shouldn't
UMSL plunge 'into the intercollegiate
football ranks? Why should we have
only Columbia's team to root for? If
Rolla has a!l inter-collegiate squad, why
shouldn't UMSL? Who knows? With all

COMMENTARY:

our talent, why couldn't an All-American from UMSL be the first-round
draft choice of the Boston Patriots?
Isn't that food for thought?

Of Dogs, Ducks, Etc.
The furor over the campus liberty
bell and the proposed fee increase
should not be allowed to obscure a very
grave menace to one of UMSL's great
traditions--the stray dogs that have
habitually roamed the vast expanses
of the campus . On the pretext that
these inquisitive canines jeopardize
the resident waterfowl , what is no doubt
a conspiracy of dog-haters has engineered the regulation that dogs on campus must remain on leashes . Obviously this binding violates their constitutional rights. Now , you may ask ,
what constitutional rights begong to
dogs? Namely, the rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of ducks--well,
the concept of happiness is not universal, after all. To some dogs, a
warm house is enough, but others
must have their duck.

Editorials and Opinions
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The painting of the bell
Dear Editor,
F - - -! This is the only word which
I thought would attract the attention
of those whom I wish to read this
letter . Now that these individuals
are greedily devouring my words
awaiting expectantly for the slur
at the establishment, alas! the
word only expresses the existential
value appropriate to the so-called
adults who inhabit the campus and
believe in a life of nihilism. This
life style found its manifestation
in the senseless defacing of the
school's replica of the liberty bell .
Dale Kuivorthy
Dear Editor,
I shall try to use simple words
because some of the· people reading it are obviously unable to grasp
the meaning of anything more compicated than "Do it!"
It seems to me that the occurence
of the juvenile defacement of the
bell , and the article appearing in
the History Fortnightly coincide
very nicely . The United Students
Party stated that they offered a
tree to be planted in the "circle
of mud ," but it was turned down.
If these "Nazi hunters" would take
a little time away froffi' their
printing presses , they would find
that, in time, the tree would des troy
the sidewalks surrounding it.
The History Fortnightly staff
and the simpleton, ' who probably
had to have instructions on the
operation of a can of spray-paint,
obviously don ~ t appreciate the bell .
They are much too sophisticated
fol' anything as simple as · that.
But, of course, most of us are
stupid farmers who do think that
we are lucky to be going to a
school where the bell might mean
more than "a piece of scrap metal. "
Gene Littge

Dear Editor,
In reference to said article in
the History Fortnightly concerning our liberty bell" "It tolls for
Thee, UMSL," the author obviously did not act in the best concern
of his readers.
Whether the bell was unsightly
or ugly was only a matter of
opinion and not fact. To me, the
bell has symbolism and grace and
is a thing of beauty. Again, only a
matter of opinion.
The comment about its being
erected in a
"circle of mud"
bothers me since grass just wasn't
meant to grow at this ,time of
year. Is the author suggesting
that the whole circle be turned
into concrete? As far as a tree
in that circle, any idiot knows
what tree roots will do to a concrete sidewalk.
The Fortnightly's story was an
inviting article that may well have
been the instrument responsible
for the defacement of the monument. Whatever the instrument,
that, act itself was something you
would expect from a babbling ,idiot
and not a responsible student.
I sug/!'est that one of the com-

mittee s that are always forming
for one reason or another might
well consider a project that will
repair the damage done to the
liber ty bell , and ,c ollect enough
funds to offer a reward for information involving the person responsible.
Bob Huff
EDITOR'S NOTE: We disagree
strongly with the i mplication t hat
the History Fortnightly article was
directly or indirectly responsible
for the spray-painting of the bell
last month. We personally knew
of at least four "plots" involving
the bell
before the
article
appeared. After-the-fact allegations of this nature are us ually
convenient but offer no real help
in determining who committed the
act.

COURSE EVALUATION
Dear Editor,
This past semester · many instructors had their students rush
and return their own course evaluations in fifteen minutes or less.
If instructors really wa nt an effective course evaluation, they
should allow at least one day fo·r
them to be. completed so that students can think out their conclusions about the course and the
teacher and then make some constructive comments. If this is not
done , next semester's course evaluations will again ' be ineffective
and pointless. I suggest the Central Council consider this when
they finish their own course evaluation .
John Sindelar

Dear Editor,
This month ushers in a new
semester and with it old problems . An increasing number of
students and faculty are voicing
loud concern over a very old
problem - - the volume of noise
in UMSL's library. The situation
is critical; the .noise on the library 's fourth floor alone permeate s all corners of the ,library
to the eextent that serious study
is difficult, if not impossible .
The Faculty Senate discussed
the urgency of this problem' at
its recent meeting and concluded
that the only solution may be security-force patrols ill the library.
We offer another solution -- selfcontrol.
We
realize this may inconvenience you. However any inconvenience to you, as a stifled talker,
must , be weighed in the light of

Professional tYPing of
thesis & papers.

TRANSCRIPT INC .
CEo 1-61S4
After 6 p.m. & weekends

•
•:
•

W ICKED FlAME C(J-(JJI
CLOTHES

:

Buy & Sell

:

Here

•••

•
:

•

CANDLES - ARTS - CRAFTS :

429-4080

UMSL students will pay five cents per copy instead of the present ten cents a page on coin -opera te d copying machines .
The new rate will go into effect sometime in earl.y March .
A copying machine on the campus will be located in the library.
Machines will be placed in other
campus locations on request, w.ith
a minumum copy stipulation.

the university's primary purpose,
an education .
If you feel that talking ove r . the
top of a textbook in the li brary
is necessary to salve · a certain·
academic guilt, we suggest you
find another lib rary , or re-exaButch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid will open this semester'!;
mine· your priorities.
Friday night film series , Feb. 12 , at 7:30 and 9:45 p .m .
Quiet in the li b rary is up to
us. We must give it a chance
The May films will be The
this semester.
Admission will be $1.00, 50C
Boys in the Band, May 7; and
T he Central Council with a student LD.
T hey Shoot Horses, Don't They?,
The other February films will
May 14.
be T he April Fools, Feb. 19; and
The Prime of Miss J ean Brodie,
Feb. 26.
The March films will be T he
Heart Is A Lone ly Hunter , March
5; In Cold Blood, March 12; a
series of animated films on March
19; and Who's Afraid of Virginia
Alan Rosenkoetter, a Fine Arts Wolff?, March 26.
faculty member, will be the fea' The April films will be 2001:
tured artist in a concert Feb. 14 A Space Odyssey, April 16, with
with the University City Symphony. the second s howing at 10:15 inThe concert will begin at 7:30 p .m . s tead of 9:45 p .m .; Bedazzled ,
at the senior high school, Jackson l\pril 23; and Charly . April 30.
at Balson sts.
Rosenkoetter will perform the
DATE MATE
D Major Concerto for guitar by
Vivaldi a nd orc hestra a nd solo
where
c~mpatibk
works by Bach.
partners meet.
The Department of Fine Ar ts
has announ ced that, due to unavoid able circumstances, the r e cital
p rogram scheduled for 8 p .m . Feb .
11 has been pos tponed. T he recital,
to feature
clarinetist Warren
Bellis and pianist Evelyn Mitchell,
Abortions up to 24 weeks of
will be rescheduled at a later date.
pregnancy are now legal in New
York State. There are no resi·
dency restrictions at cooperating
ho s pit~l s, Only the consent of
the patient and the ~performing
physician is required.
If you think you are pregnant,
consult your doctor. Don't delay. If you choose to' have an
"
abortion, early abortions are
simpler and safer.
Abortions should be per·
farmed by Board certified obste·
tricians and gynecologists, with
Board certified anesthesiologists
attending, in fully licensed and
for more information,
accredited general hospitals . You
should not have to pay exorbi·
see
tant charges for any of these
services.
If you need information or
professional assistance, including
immediate regi stration into available hospital s, telephone The
Abortion Information Agency,
(212-873 - 6650), which has
helped counsel and place 'more
than 22,000 women for safe,
legal hospital abortions.
The total costs at good facil·
ities range as follow s (in·patient
hospital service, except as
noted) :
AREA CODE 114
For D &
Pregnancy up to
E..v .::t 555 5
9 weeks, $285 -$31 0 (out-patient
hospital service); up to 12
weeks, $385-$410; up to 14
weeks, $560. For Saline Inductions : 16-24 weeks, $560·$585 .

Friday films listed

Concerts
one on,
one off

SHOP
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Discount copying rate
Ollie B. Robir.son , assistant director of university purchasing,
said that 19 copying m&chines will
be allocated on all four campuses
of the University.

Will See T.is

LI BRARY NOISE
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•

BRIDGE
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Between homework and c lasse<; there's little lime left fOl'
lei sure: don't spend it runnin:! around to pa~ your hills or
purcha"e money order" . .\ mere oq- ~ tamp will d('livcr \ our
check. Your cancelled check IS your re£ipt. Your l'heck hook
will help you manage your money more wisel~ and help prepare
you for bu"ine"s or home mak ill!! in the near future .

THE ABORTION INFORMATION
AGENCY, INC.
160 West 86th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10024

212-873-6650
8 AM to 10 PM Seven Days a Week
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Women's equality in academic posts disputed
WASHINGTON, D.C . (CPS)--De ·
spite claims by most colleges and
universities that they include women in top-level administrative positions,
women administrators
seldom have major policy-making
responsibilities, according to a
~urvey conducted by the American
Association of University Women.
Women also are unde,r -represented in top-levei faculty positions and in illfluential student of-

fices , the survey disclosed, al~
though 90 per cent of the institutions surveyed said their promotion policies for women teachers
were the same as for men .
More than , 450 of. the association's institutional members responded to questions about the policies on hiring, promotion ,. women's participation in various positions, maternity, and nepotism.
In administration, women's jobs
involve skills a nd attention to de-

Listening course offered
The Xerox Programmed Effective Listening Course
fered by the office of student affairs Feb. 22-25.

This three-hour taped course
is designed for interaction of participants with a work book priced
at $2.50 whi ch will be the only cost
associated with the program Work
books will be available at the sessions.
Six separate sections are offered , with enrollment limited to
about 30 participants in each section.
Section 1 will meet Feb. 22 from
8:30 a.m. to noon.
Section 2 will meet Feb. 22 from
7 p .m. to 10 :30 p .m .
Section 3 will meet Feb. 23 from
1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Section 4 will meet Feb. 24 from
1 p.m. to 4:30 p .m.
Section 5 will meet Feb. 25 from
8:30 a .m. to noon.

WUI

be of-

Section 6 will meet Feb . 25 from
7 p .m . to 10:30 p .m.
Each section will have a 30minute break near the middle of
the program.
All sessions will be held in room
208, Administration Building.
Participants may sign up, in
room 206, Administration Building, or phone 453-5211 to indicate
their section choice.
This is one of several programmed courses designed by the
.xerox Corporation. Future scheduling of additional sections of this
course or other courses will be
determined by the response to the
initial offering.
Additional questions concerning
the program sheuld be directed to
the office of student affairs, room
206, Administration Building.

tail,
not poli cy- making or influence , the association said;
Mere than 90 per cent of the institutions questioned indicated that
their policy was to include women in top-level administrative positions. The survey also found,
however, that women are generally at the middle-management level ' or in stereotyped female jobs,
such as deans of nursing.
Women in administration are
most likely to be head librarians,
directors of placement, or directors of financial aid, the AAUW
said, and least likely to be presidents, vice -presidents, or directors of development.
Forty-seven
per cent of the
women's
colleges have women
presidents . Women fill more positions of responsibility at women's
colleges, private institutions, and
colleges with fewer than 1,000
students, than , at large and public
institutions, the study, found.
According to ,the survey , women
are most frequently under-represented on student-staff committees
at large universities; 66 .7 per cent
of those institutions reported proportionately fewer women than men
on the committees, compared with
43 .4 per cent of the total sample.
The' study also showed that women students were most likely to hold
'positions requiring detail work or
special skills , such as writing.
Female yearbook editors and activities chairmen far outnumbered
women with influential political
offices.
Women ser.ved as student-body
presidents from 1967 to 1970 at on-

Jy S per cent of the, sampled coeducational
institutions and as
yearbook , editors at 49 per cent of
the coeducational colleges and uni versities.
Wamen were more likely tohold
influential student positions at institutions with fewer than 1,000
students. Of those , 18 per cent had
women student-body presidents in
the three year period" compared
with 2 per cent at universities
with enrollments over 10 ,000 .
About 22 per cent of the nation's
faculty members' were wamen , according to the survey, but the proportion of women at various faculty levels decreases with rank.
Nine per cent of the country's faculty women were full professors,
compared with 24.5 per cent of
faculty men .
There was an average of 2.6
female department ,chairmen at

Missouri University
Discount
20% Discount Card Issued Each Semester
One Hour Service On Request
Fast to Get To •.• No Stop
Sign Between College and Store

Friendly r Court eous
and Attentive Staff
SHIRTS 35 c Each

Committee applications
Interested students are invited to apply for the Student Court, several F.acuJty Senate committees, and the Central Council Curriculum
CommIttee .
The Faculty ,Senate committee
vacancies' include the Urban Affairs, Curriculum, and five Fine
Arts 'committees recently established under the general chai'r manship of Dr. Charles Armbruster (Chemistry).
These five Fine Arts commit-

tees, which will consider such
topics as drama, plastic arts, concert arts, and lectures, will con~
sist of three faculty and two student members.
Applications are available in the
Student Activities Office, Room
117, Administration Building.

Continued from page 5
rolling factory in Mexico and tWd
more, underground in San Fran~
cisco and Berkley, with distribution centers from coast to coast.
Wouldn~t the police object? "Oh,
sure. But the government just
isn't willing to push this thing.
It's like the last,days of prohibition
when beer trucks drove openly
around. I hope to have some trucks

painted
with our Felix symbol
soon."
How was business?
"We turn about a ton of grass
a month in the San Francisco
area. That's worth $250,000."
'Mr. Felix claims to have a bail
fund reserve of $125,000 and is
prepared for two supreme court
appeals in the next'coupleofyears.
"Then we'll be out in the clear."

Discount Applies To Dry Cleaning Only
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HOUR

nll/gIlTIOIIIOG"

(BIRTH CONTROL IS OURS)

This program is endorsed by the Community and Familll Studll
Center of the University of Chicago.

Highway 70

One

SEX IS YOUR BUSINESS
We believe you're entitled to your privacy when it comes to buying
contraceptives. We're a nonprofit family planning agency and we
offer you contraceptives through the privacy of the mails. We
specialize in men's products (including two new European imports)-but we have nonprescription foam for women, too. And a .
wide assortment of books and pamphlets to answer your questions
on birth control, family planning, the population problem and
ecology.
. d
I (3
h of
I nterested? Send $4 for package of mlx~. sa!11P es
eac.
five condom brands, including, both British Imports) or write
for full details.

the colleges in the survey .
However, 34 institutions reported no female department chairmen at all.
Women were most likely to chair
departments ·of home economics,
physical education , nursing and
education .
Other findings of the study:
,"Only" 79 per cent of the institutions surveyed had an official
policy on staff maternity leave.
21 per cent had no women trustees and 25 percent had only one ;
35 per cent did not hire husbands and wives for faculty posts;
"Only", 49 per cent made spe'cial adjustments for the needs of
older women students;
43 per cent provided birth control information in their health
centers; and five per cent provided day-care facilities for the children of students.

®

C"". ,t$

THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING

5235 Lucas * Hunt Road
Normandy, Missouri
Cliff 's Notes have been " lifesavers " for millions of students
by helping them understand difficult lilerature assignments. Be
prepared . Get the ones you need
now and use them as you study.

Nearly 200 titles ...
always available at your dealer's.

~

-LC.liffs~l~
Lincoln, Nebraska 68501

383-8663

1------1:1;' li';':I' WAil ill]: I------"TI
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P~esent This Coupon
~
%
WIth Your
Dry Cleaning
7~ Order & Pick Up Your 20%

Discount
Coupon
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I
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Discount Card

,

VALID on Dry Cleaning only
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Basketball-Illinois Style
The I{iverml"n baltil'd thrl'l' 1lllIlCli~ opponenl~ on l'nt'ml ~oil before coming home to facl' .\ l't anothl'r Illini team at \ iki~g Ilali .. \
Thursday-through - Satllrda.1 tri~ ~ ; i\\ thl" Hl'd and (;old split Ilith \\ l'~ 
tern Illinois l ·nilersit.1 and thl' lnill'rsit.' of IIlinoi~ - Chi('ago Circle.
Following a lhn'l' - day lay - off. the Hill'rmen tra\elled to thl" far sidc
of Lincoln's state to meet Eastl'J 'n Illinois L Then finalll -- it was
hom e to Viking lIall. whl'n' last \londa\ the Hivcl'ml'n dO\\n~d the SIl'
--Edwardsville C'ollgars 101 - 97.
-

The Rivermen fans (above) didn 't wear such happy faces by the end
of the game with WIU, which the Leathernecks won, 80-77. The fans
were in Macomb, Ill. , on the first leg of a three-day trip that included
the contest against UICC in Chicago Saturday night.
The Rivermen must not have been too inspired by Jan Stanfuss' and
Debby Foster's impromptu halftime can-can, (right), as they ca me
back to flounder and die in the second half. Center Jim Buford paced
the Red and Gold with 22 points and 11 rebounds , but was outscored
and outrebounded by Leatherneck forward Duane Demmin (pronounced
as "demon"). The 6'3" crew-cut junior had 30-points and 12 rebounds.
Shedrick Bell sank a perfect 8 of 8 from the field a nd 5 of 5 from the
free throw line to give him 21 tota l points .
Ron Carkhum may be laughing at the ball as it sails towal'd thl'
basket for two of his 10 points . He may be simply amused a t the Hilermen's humo rous performance , in which they committed 29 turnovers. The game was Carkhums first after being sidelined for betll'r
than three weeks with a leg injury suffered in the contest with William Jewell Jan. 4. Carkhum may be laughing here , but Western Illi nois had the last, and therefore the best, laugh .

The referee in the photo at left seems to be telling Rivermen
coach Chuck Smith to "sit down and behave" in the WIlJ contes t.
Twenty-nine Rivermen turnovers gave Smith something to stand up and
shout about.
The Friday following the Western game was an off-day, follow e d
by a meeting with the Chikas of UICC Saturday night in Chicago.
In the photo at right, 5'9" Chika guard Randy Voels is too late to
stop Rivermen guard Mark Bernsen from tossing in two of the points
the Red and Gold used to sweep by the Chikas 87-57. The 30-point
margin is the Rivermen's largest of the year.
Bernsen, who is averaging 14 .5 points per game , has been recognized by Smith as one of the Rivermen's "floor leaders. "
The contest Feb. 3 in Champaign, III., saw Rivermen forward
Glen (Doody) Rohn reach a milestone in his collegiate career. The
former Normandy High School star gathered enough points against
Eastern Illinois to become the second-highest scorer in UMSL history, second to Jack Stenner. In the photo above, Doody drives around
Panther guard Gary Yoder (30) and Jim Borm (54), displaying his plateau-reaching form.
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eUUfIl7 aMS"".S
FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

Semi-furnished room 5 min.
from USML nice neighborhood.
Kitchen and full house ;a·~lli
ty. Rca".I:u!)Ie rent. 38:J-5977.

Part-time clerical work, $2 per
hour. Call 388-3169.

RIDE WANTED
Ri'de wanted. Ellisville area.
Contact Barb. 227-5949.

- - -

PERSONALS

-

Ruth L. is . a bully .... B.E.

Happiness is a warm puppy· mostly dachshund. Great personality. House broken ... 3837364.

"1'1

'1'1'

. '1"'1

Sessions for this campus· have
been scheduled for every Tuesday
and Thursday, 3:30' p.m. in the
Cafeteria Annex Lounge.
Two more demonstrations will
be held Monday on campus, but

the times and location were not
finalized in time for inclusion in
the Current.
Inte·r ested 'students may contact
instructor Paul Jackson at 4230705, Missouri Karate Association.

it was our fault for making fouls
when we were so far ahead.
"I had four fouls on me ," said
an angered Ron Carkhum after
the game, "and I should have
had, maybe , one or two." ·
Cougal' coach Jim Dudley was
more subtle in his appraisal of
the officiating. ·" In college ball ,
I think they should let them play ."
But the Rivermen , although disappointed, were in no mood to
blame the officials for their late
collapse.
"We tried to thl'oW that one
away," said Carkhum, who was
ailing when the Cougars downed
UMSL at Edwardsville, 97-83 , last
month. "We tried to make the
game halfway interesting trying
to give it a way ," he said.
Fran Goellner then pointed out
that "This bunch (SlUE) is a lot
stronger now than they were at
the beginning of the season."
"But we still should not have
lost to them last time at their
place,!' added Carkhum. .
Cougar
mentor Dudley was
smarting after his squad's third
road loss in four days, dropping
the cats to 13-8 for the ·season.
"We've had no time to relax,"
he said . "We were· not a relaxed,
thinking ball club out there ."
"Be grateful for the win," said
'I

'I'"

'I

Smith after the game. "Over at
SlUE we didn't have Carkhum or
Hayes," he said, pointing out the
irony of beating the visitors, who
were without star Denny Throneburg, a loss of 17,5 points per
game .
"So we were grateful," said
Smith, whose charges now own a
10-10 slate .

Classification:
FOR SALE
FOR RENT
WANTED
HELP WANTED
AUTOS
PERSONAL
LOST-FOUND
SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS

Issues to Run:
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Harold Tuthill,
years
with the Post-Dispatch
sports department, was honored'
prior to the Riverman-Cougar basketball game by the UMSL Athletic Department. Tuthill has covered
Riverman sports activities since
the inception ~f the program five
years ago.
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AFTER "BUTCH & THE KID"

£
(D

Vanilla Ice Cream on Delicious Pastry - Covered with Layers of Chocolate, strawbex:ries,
whipped cream and Banana,s -- ONLY 90C

PLUS FOLK SINGING
1 BLK. WEST OF UMSL AT 8406 NATURAL BRIDGE
•
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Go To Another Place
FOR A "SHOWBOAT"
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To order classifieds; use thefonnbelow. Fill in the boxes
allowing one box for each letter. spaceandpu1ctuation marit.
Count two boxes for capital letters. Don't use hyphens at the
end of a line (which contains 30 characters). Use additional
form if more than 4 lines are required. Minimum size and
charge is ~ for two lines. For each line add 25¢. Multiply
the total by the number of weeks the ad is rut. Mail the ad,
with payment (check or money'order preferred) to: Current
Ad Dept., Room 210. Administration. 8001 Natural Bridge
Rd., St. Louis, Mo . 63121 . Copy must be in the Monday before publication. No reflWlds can be made for advertising published. All ad copy is subject to the approval of the Ad Manager. The Current assumes no financial responsibility for
typographical errors in ads, but if at fault, will reprint that
ad in which the error occurs.

Rivermen survive rally
Continued from Page 12

--

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES

Karate Club Program 'Revived
For want of an 'instructor, the
UMSL Karate Club was lost -almost.
This was the situation · at the
start of the school year until the
arrival of Paul Jackson, a first
degree black belt out of Minnesota.
Jackson came to St. Louis to revive the program here and develop
one at Lindenwood Colleges in St.
Charles. He is working with the
Missouri Karate Association in the
project.
Tuesday, Jackson, with the help
of brown belt Batrick Rowe , a
senior at Ritenour High and blue
belt Kevin Dwyer, a UMSL freshman, gave the first two in a series
of introductory Karate demonstra ~
tions designed to familiarize students with the 1500-year~0Id art.
"We have a tremendous calling
for the Karate and the demonstration today is designed to interest people in it," said Jackson,
pointing out ·that the greatest problem he must overcome is a lack
of familiarity with the true nature
of Karate.
The sport is being de'Veloped
on campus as an intramural activity but the goal is to develop
it as an accredited Physical Education course and as an intercollegiate team sport.
"About 60 colleges and universities
have
adopted Karate
already," said Jackson, "The Big
10 and Ivy League schools, especially, have gone in for it.
"I'd like to see greater student
participation," he went on , "if
they (students) don't have the time
to actually participate on the intramural level , but they are interested
in an ·accredited course , this will
help us develop it."
Lindenwood , for example, offers
at this time a one-hour Karate
credit.

- ------

. "70 MGB bronze yelloW, 15,000
·miles overdrive, wire wheels,
~2650. Call 382-1228.
- - - - - - - - - - --

~

Paul Jackson, (center), first degree black belt instructor of the UMSL Karate Club, wards off
would be attackers during the Karate demonstration Monday. At left is blue belt Kevin Dwyer, a
freshman at UMSL and to Jackson's left is Patrick Rowe, a brown belt, who serves as assistant
instructor of the Karate Club.
Current Photo
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FOR SALE

Dave, Mark, Gail - Thinking
of you each day. Smile.

Hi! Yount, Happy Valentine Day
Gay.
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Cagers cut teeth
on Cougars, 101-97
Southern Illinois UniversityEdwardsville ' s fans have made a
point of de fang ing th e ir resident
mascot, Chi mega the Co ugar.
Monday at Viking lIall the Rivermen wel'e
well on their way
to s howing thc sam e courtesy to
Chimega's two - legged namesakes,
blunting th e Cougar attack.
Then, within a s pa n of three
minutes and fi vc seconds of th e
second half, Jim Buford , Glenn
Rohn and Ma rk Be rnsen took their
fifth fouls with th e m to the bench
and SlUE 's tattoo - toting gunner ,

ROCKHURST TRIP
The Steamers Club is pla nning
a bus trip for the final Riverman
away basketball game this Saturday, Feb. 13 , with Rockhurst College ,
The bus will depart from the
Administration Building at 3:30
p ,m. Cost of the trip will be $8 .00,
All ' i nterested s tude nts s hould
sign up in the office of the Dean of
Student Affairs .

John "C ha mp" Summers, m a de an
attempt at singlchandedly wiping
out th e 19 - point llMSL a dva ntage.
Summers threw in 16 markers
in the fin a l scven minutes and
brought his teammatcs to within
4 points of th e ir hosts with 33
seconds remaining .
Fortunately for the Rivermen ,
th e Co uga r attaek stalled there
and th e Red and (;old hc ld on for
a 101 - 97 vic tory .
Wh y the collapsc'! " We lost our
floor captains ." said Riverman
coa ch Chuck Smith , referring pri ma ril y to the loss of Bernsen
and Rohn, both juniors who a dd
"sta bility a nd experienc(' to our
game ."
" Wc just ean' t ta ke that ma ny
peop le out of our' lincup and sus tain our driv e," added th e coac h .
Four Ri vermen a nd two Cougars
went down for th e count in the
second half of the loose ly ca li I'd
con tes t.
" We we r c n ' t too ha ppy with the
number of fouls ca lled, "
said
Smith . " I s uppo se most of those
were fouls and, if they were, th en
Continued on Page 11

Fran Goellner (50) drives past Southern Illinois-Edwardsville's Gene Bounds (51) as Riverman
center Jim Buford moves across the lane. The Rivermen took the rubber game of this year's
three-game series with SlUE, 101-87. The Red and Gold dropped the Cougars in the season opener at the Arena and lost the return game in the Edwardsville gym .
Current Photo By Bill Leslie

Rockhurst Next Riverman Foe
The Rivermen will m eet their ' their record t( ' 10 - 10 with their
perennial rivals, the Rockhurst win ove r SIC - Edwardsville Monday
nig ht.
Hawks, for the second time , this
season Saturday night in Kan sas
City. The Rivermen downed the
SKATERS SHARP
Hawks, 87-H4, in the~r meeting
Jan. II at Viking Hall.
Goalie Mark Barresi turned in
a shutout performance as the UMSL
The game is the sixth in the
Hockey Club skated to a 3-0 vicseries, with Rockhurst holding a
tory over the Granite City All3-2 edge .
Star squad Jan. 23.
The Saturday match, played at
The Rivermen take their five
the Granite City Municipal Rink,
starters with shooting averages
was highlighted by single goal perin double figures into the conforman ces by Tom Koehne, Bob
te st. Glen (Doody) Rohn, the secZimmer a nd Gary Kalhorn .
ond-leading scorer in UMSL hisThe Granite City game was the
tory is averagi ng 11.1 points a
first for the fledgling Hockey Club.
game . whilc .Jim Ruford is setting
the pace at a 17 point clip. Ron
Carkhum is hitting 15.1 per game,
Mark Bernsen is averagi ng 14 .5,
8450 Florissaot Rd.
and Shedrick Bell is popping 12.4.
UNIVERSITY CENTER
1/4 mi. $0.1'70
. T he Red and Gold will be atGet Treeted Rlpt
tempting to brea k .500 for the
RAZOR CUTTING
eighth tim e thi s yea r , having raised

Rockhurst, 10 -8, is looking forward to a berth in the NA JA
post- season playoffs.

CHIV ••,I.r..r

STYLING

Eastern Illinois Freshman guard Bob Lyons (40) comes in for a three
point landing as JV Riverman Mike Pratt (21) blazes past. The junior
varsity did not always look so good as they lost the contest 114-73 in
the Eastern fieldhouse.
Current Photo

Furs forFun ·'5up

BASEBALL
TRYOUTS
Tryouts for the Riverman base ball team wi.ll begin Mar ch I at
Normandy Junior High School field .
Sessions will begin' at 4:30 p,m .
All candidates should bring nec essary equipment.

Books or money
must be collected
on Feb. 15th or 16th
Any money not
collected by
8:30 P.M. Feb. 16th
becomes the property
of APO

SHOE SHINE

AWRIGHTI-WE BEEN
NICE ABOUT IT 'TIL NOW
You I'!'civili ans interested
in sports report to the

Trade-Ins (Classified 2nd-Hand
Used) Including Fine Mink, etc.
Ideal for Cutting Up. Also
Wearable Furs from $9,

For further information contact
coach Arnold Copeland , 453-5641,
Blue Metal Office Building .

NOTICE
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
BOOKPOOL

BUDGET

BASEMENT
425 Ie. 7tl.

231·1631

CURRENT 01 lice lor
induction . ..
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BE SIGNIFICANT

Dave Stro::::::';:~~:~:;:~:"~ ~ ~. I

:::: P aul Schaffer
Denny Graham

~\~

@

781-3476
832-5279

Induction into a fie ld that will cxranu ~our experiences
' . . . writing for your school ncwspapcr.

The pay is low,

the hours long,

and the Sports Editor is an S.O.B.
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If Interested, Call 453-5174. If Not, Call 453-5175.

